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GD on Quadratic objective



Implicit bias in GD/SGD (in deep learning)
When multiple minima exists, the algorithm plays an active role 
for selecting the solution
• NTK
• Flatness/Sharpness
• EoS
• Stability

…
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EoS phenomena
• Progressive Sharpening
1. For any reasonable step size 𝜂 the sharpness of iterates 
increases throughout training until it reaches 2/𝜂
• Edge of Stability
2. For the rest of training, the sharpness hovers right at, or just 
above, the value 2/𝜂
3. The train loss behaves non-monotonically, yet consistently 
decreases over long timescales.





EoS adaptive to step size



Distance from gradient flow
Setting:
2-layer FC network
MSE loss
Up: tanh activation
Bottom: ReLU activation



Stepsize drop make sharpening continue
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Model and Data complexity

VGG-11
CIFAR10

“model and 
dataset
complexity 
substantially 
increase the 
sharpness”



Model and Data complexity



Width and Depth: for PS
• Sharpness increases as the network become narrower and deeper



Width and Depth: for PS
• Sharpness increases as the network become narrower and deeper



Width and Depth: for EoS
• Other work give a “simple” example that objective converges to

some mimina flatter than EoS minima when more shallow.
(inherently non-quadratic)



Width and Depth: for EoS
• The difference between (1-x^2y^2)^2 (left) and (1-xy)^2 (right) 



EoS occurs at reasonable step size-1
• 1



EoS occurs at reasonable step size-2

EoS is more 
practical!



Implications
• Rethinking L-smoothness assumption
• Following the optimization trajectory, the L-smoothness condition 

gradually breaks.
• The non-monotonical loss decrease indicates the ``descent lemma’’ 

does not hold, contradictory with L-smoothness
• It (always) can be applied locally

• Only continuous time analysis (e.g. gradient flow) is not enough
• Gradient flow will not perceive the 2/𝜂 threshold
• The progressive sharpening continues

• The EoS is inherently non-quadratic
=> Technical difficulties for these inter-related phenomena !!
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Theory of EoS*
• Normalized GD
• A Minimalist Example
• Self-stabilization



Normalized GD
• Consider

• The algorithm even cannot converge for the quadratics



Normalized GD: Two phase
• Phase I (Convergence/Preparation)         (Fig for quadratics)
• monotonical loss decrease till unstable

• Phase II (Alignment/Limit flow)
• with top eigenvectors
• sharpness reduction



Normalized GD: Two phase
Cons
• close to the manifold of global minimizers
• unfixed step size
• noise injected
• tracking gradient flow?



A Minimalist Example



A Minimalist Example



A Minimalist Example



A Minimalist Example
Cons
• No stable sharpening phase, (locally or intrinsically)
• Only for single simple example



Self-stabilization: sketch
On the unstable direction, we have
• ∇ L(θ + α u) ≈ ∇ L(θ) + α ∇(∇ L(θ)ᵀ u) + 0.5 α² ∇( uᵀ ∇² L(θ) u )
where u is the top eigenvector

On the rest stable direction, the loss does decrease



Limitations
• Normalized GD
• Not the true algorithm
• Inject some noise the analysis

• A Minimalist Example
• Analysis for a single degree-4 model

• Self-stabilization
• The assumptions may not hold(from openreivew)



My understanding
• Locally

• Decomposition
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EoS variant for SGD



SGD is more picky



Summary & Future
EoS
- What? When? Why?

Future
- How to give an accurate characterization for SGD
- How EoS helps us in practice

- Adapt the step size 
- Find the minima with lower sharpness (for possible better 

generalization)



Thanks


